XPO Logistics Partners with Mercedes-Benz to Provide Extensive UK Transportation Solutions
March 4, 2020
GREENWICH, Conn., March 04, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- XPO Logistics, Inc. (NYSE: XPO), a leading global provider of transportation and
logistics solutions, has signed a long-term partnership agreement with Mercedes-Benz Parts Logistics to manage UK parts distribution through an
integrated, digitally-managed transportation network.
XPO will distribute automotive parts to Mercedes-Benz’s UK retail and commercial vehicle dealerships, running over 40 routes daily from the
Mercedes-Benz European Logistics Center in Milton Keynes and XPO’s overnight-delivery depots in Motherwell, Leigh, Wakefield, Gloucester and
Taunton. As part of this partnership, XPO has committed to investing in 42 new trucks that will be dedicated to serving the Mercedes-Benz passenger
and commercial vehicle dealer networks.
The core fleet will consist mostly of the 2020 International Truck of the Year – the Mercedes-Benz Actros. These heavy-duty trucks will be operated by
XPO drivers and managed by a dedicated team of XPO distribution experts using customized technology. The trucks feature intelligent networking
with logistics processes, leading fuel efficiency technology from Mercedes-Benz and the innovative MirrorCam digital safety system.
Juan Manuel Santiago Mendez, CEO of Mercedes-Benz Parts Logistics – UK, said, “Our UK operation keeps consumers and businesses moving - it is
responsible for more than 750,000 parts numbers. We believe XPO has the scale, capabilities and expertise required to support our retailers and
dealers with reliable distribution. They have designed a comprehensive solution to our high standards, and their technology should enhance network
visibility.”
Dan Myers, managing director, transport – UK and Ireland, XPO Logistics, said, “Our team is looking forward to embarking on this new partnership
with Mercedes-Benz, a premier brand synonymous with quality in the automotive industry. The tailored technology solution we are providing will
underpin service excellence and support Mercedes-Benz across its UK operations, lowering costs and increasing efficiency from day one.”
About XPO Logistics
XPO Logistics, Inc. (NYSE: XPO) is a top ten global logistics provider of cutting-edge supply chain solutions to the most successful companies in the
world. The company operates as a highly integrated network of people, technology and physical assets in 30 countries, with 1,504 locations and
approximately 100,000 employees. XPO uses its network to help more than 50,000 customers manage their goods most efficiently throughout their
supply chains. XPO's corporate headquarters are in Greenwich, Conn., USA, and its European headquarters are in Lyon, France. xpo.com
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